This study investigated the effect of using multidimensional items in a computerized adaptive test (CAT) 
Most item response theory (IRT) models assume that an examinee's test performance can be explained by a single ability or latent trait-that is, an examinee's position in the latent ability (0) space can be determined by measuring a single 6 dimension. However, this assumption may be rarely met because of the many cognitive factors that may account for an individual's response to an item (Traub, 1983) . For a group of individuals, it is doubtful that a single cognitive skill or constant combination of skills would be used by each person to respond to a single item. Thus, it is even more doubtful that the assumption of unidimensionality would be met for a group of individuals responding to an entire test. Reckase, Carlson, Ackerman, and Spray (1986) showed that the composite of Os did not remain consistent throughout the estimated unidimensional 0 scale for the measurement of generated two-dimensional data in which difficulty and dimensionality were confounded (i.e., easy items measured primarily the first dimension and difficult items measured primarily the second dimension). Specifically, they reported that for the particular confounding of 0 and difficulty used, the examinees in upper LOGIST estimated 0 deciles differed mainly on 82, whereas those in the lower 6 deciles differed mainly on 0,. Reckase (1985) , rather than using a factor-analytic approach. Second, the effect of multidimensionality of item pools on the mapping of the ability space onto the unidimensional 0 scale was examined. This differed from Weiss and Suhadolnik (1982) Wang (1986 (Reckase, 1985) . In this model, the probability of a correct response to item i by person j is given as:
where Xij is the response to item i by person j, a; is a vector of item discrimination parameters, did is the multidimensional difficulty of item i, and Oj is a vector of person parameters.
Item parameters for 100 items were generated by selecting multidimensional item discrimination values (Reckase, 1985) randomly from a [3 distribution (a = .11, f3 = .11). Figure 4 , the contour plots show the lines of equiprobability for a correct response for the three equally discriminating items. Three selected 8s, A(2,0), B(0,0), and C(0,2), are indicated on each contour. Item 1 (Figure 4a) (Carlson, 1987 (Reckase, 1986 
